WARNING
INSTRUCTIONS

Congratulations on selecting the Maxel Teaser Reel for you fishing adventures!
We are confident that you will be more than satisfied with this reel for “in the
pattern” teasers, kites, live teaser baits and many other uses.
You will note that the reel is supplied with selected parts separate from the reel
body. This allows a smaller shipping package and better security for the contents
in transit. It also requires the owner to assemble these parts to the reel.
It is important that you assemble the handle knob (16) and its screw (17) properly
to the reel spool. Between engine vibrations and wave action, it is possible that
an improperly tightened screw can work loose. This is particularly true when the
reel is mounted upside down, beneath a bridge overhead, causing the possible loss
of the screw and knob. For that reason we request that you use the supplied
larger hex-wrench (20) to make sure that the screw is sufficiently tightened at
initial assembly. It may also be beneficial to add a drop of Loctite 242, blue locking
compound to the screw threads for increased confidence.
You should also pay attention to the mounting of the line guide (8) and its locking
nuts when added to the reel. Screw the guide into the fixed base (3) to an
acceptable position, tighten the nut closest to the base to hold that setting and
then use the second nut to lock all of the parts in place by tightening it against
the first nut.
Even with these preparations, it is worthwhile to occasionally check all of the
mounting and assembly screws, bolts and nuts occasionally during each
fishing season.
Be sure to look into the Maxel Teaser Reel accessories including the flat surface
Mounting Plate and Dual Line Guide that allows you to run two teaser lines from
a single reel.

